
ACAD BANNER 
Activate the \"advisees\" part.
Automatic generation and delivery of hardcopy class rosters without faculty involvement. Capability to see legacy transcripts More clear information 
documenting what the test score numbers mean
When you have the class roster pulled up, have a direct link to the student\'s current transcript (ie., you click on a student\'s name and their transcript and 
current class schedule appear, rather than having to go back to the main student menu). The ability to see the roster of other classes/courses within 
one\'s own department.
Student programs of study so students can access current status of POS- I know this is possible as several institutions have incorporated this; Course 
rosters
access to all course rosters ability to register students directly
see in one list what majors my students are.  Be able to look back to old classes and get grades without having to go though the list one by one. That 
would be an easy way to have statistics for the past, whenever they get asked for.  HAVE THE BANNER written for normal people, not for accountants, 
its ridiculous that we have to learn all this, without ever get taught.
Actually, I\'d like Business to stop preventing Business minors from enrolling in their minor courses without an override from advisers--that is troublesome.

Ability to change college for students (at the college level) Automated PoS (CAPP) Addition of ODS (Operational Data Store) for individual queries. Ability 
to change format for transcript. Ability to add notes that are attached to the students in SSB. Tracking of undergrads taking grad or cross-level courses. 
Notation for grad students of status in regard to exams or other mandatory mileposts. I can think of more but it gets a bit depressing.

None.
Class Roll Printing
none
accuracy; screening students who shouldn\'t be registering for a course; incomplete deadlines; assorted other
Ability to give incompletes and go back and correct them later
In my capacity as a librarian, I do not use Banner in this manner.
none
I only use Banner to enter grades. I do not provide academic counseling.  Banner does all that I need it to do.
Calendars and abilities to communicate with majors.
As a department chair, my biggest Banner issues are not in dealing with academics.  See next page!
Accurate budgets!!
I would like to have access to SIE\'s from past semesters.
Registration system -- when you search for a student using their name -- you then have to go back and input their \"A\" number by typing. Weird way that 
it aks for the term each time you try to do something.
Manual override of prereqs and banner errors for registration for advising students
Too many to iterate
ability to change an Incomplete (I) grade to a letter grade.
discussion area for use by advisees 
ability to track prerequisite courses taken and see instructor of those.
I would like to be able to access the transcripts of students enrolled in my courses as opposed to just being able view the transcripts of my advisee\'s.  
Often when I feel a student is going to fail my class I would like to be able to view their transcript in order to determine if their poor performance is an 
anomaly or consistent with overall performance.  
When looking at a student\'s transcript, I\'d like to be able to see who taught a particular course.
The ability to register students in classes.  The ability to override prerequisite issues.



override privileges
Access to transcripts of students who have graduated.  This is useful for advising students who return for graduate work.
Ability to submit grades for incompletes rather than doing paper processing.
Better access to budget figures on my projects Change paper to banner, such as programs of study
As only physics advisor, it would be very convenient to have access to student enrollment listings for courses other than those that I teach.
I would like to see final grades for my students at least a semester after the grades were submitted.  Just a \"view only\" screen for example.
I would like to be able to look at course rolls for classes of which I am not the instructor of record. I often get students who use one class as an excuse for 
not completing an assignment in another. One example was a student who wanted me to change a final exam date because of a big project due in a 
Business class. The student asked the week before finals and it took a good bit of hunting around before I was able to verify enrollment in the course. In a 
similar incident, a colleague last year asked me if a student was enrolled in PY 101 because of a conflict reported by the student (naming me as the 
instructor). This student was not enrolled in my section, and it took me a few days to be able to get the other PY 101 instructors to check their rolls. It may 
be possible to check this in Banner, but if it is, I can\'t figure it out. 
Students should be able to access their grades as soon as they are posted. It is absurd that we were able to do this with SIS and not with Banner. 
Program of Studies should be available in Banner for faculty advising.
We need to proceed with graduation audit capability, first with native students.
no issues
It\'s OK at present.
Would like to have simple straightforward access to information regarding students...right now, as a tenured and active teaching faculty I find that I often 
cannot access information, such as numbers needed for students to register...I have to ask the department secretary to find the number
So far Banner works fine with me.
override privilege for graduate advisee should be given to their committee chair.
Before, we had BRAVO, which allowed every faculty member access the acdemic information of any UAH student. This is so vital to advise our students. 

I would like to see my list of advisees in banner. 
Banner currently does not list master\'s theses, doctoral dissertations, or Honors Research Projects on official transcripts.  This needs to be corrected.

none
I\'d like the ability to do overrides. The course prerequisites in Banner do not work well and so I often have to forward overrides to the staff. That\'s 
annoying.
When advising, I can\'t enter course overides or get the number that lets students register--this means I am constantly bothering either Frank Bell or My 
chair.
Access to figure out course and time conflicts for our students without having to call Vicki Martin all the time
EXPORT STUDENT LIST to TEXT!!!  Ability to access students directly instead of looking up their A-number, writing it down (absurd when sitting in front 
of computer) and then using it.
a) Access to student records (including alumni) b) Easy access to accounts/grants/contracts
None
How about putting our faculty activity reports there, i.e. automating that. UA-Tuscaloosa has been doing that for years. It makes keeping up with 
accreditation issues much easier, for example, and then we don\'t have to worry about formatting because anyone who needs that data in the 
administration can extract it in whatever format desired.
access to an accurate listing of budget expenditures
Functionality.
I would like it if class lists had student photos as well as student names. This would greatly facilitate the process of learning the students names.  
Download and upload of student list and grade between banner and PC EXCEL files



- some indication of the particular catalog that applies to a given student - tracking of courses completed against a program of study, recommended 
schedule, \"critical path\" for prerequisites, projected graduation term
I would like to be able to connect to banner from my email account
Confirmation emails for posting of grades would be nice.
I would like to be able to see class rolls for any course.
OK as is for my purposes
Sharing research ideas Making Banner easy to use and also integrate with Angel
Have Banner update the graduate Audit sheets.
I would like to have an individual or small group (1-4 people) workshop (1-2 hours) on Native Banner.  I am a department chair and need to know how to 
use it.
I would like to be able to check the prereqs for the students in my class.  For example, when I teach Cal C, I would like to be able to see the students\' Cal 
B grades to be sure they got a C or better and thus are allowed to be in Cal C.
Easier access to student records course prereq overrides accessable through Internet Banner Auto-updated Programs of Study online 
Student major info with class list.
Access to override blocked registration of a course when Banner does not have  correct information.
Easier access and use-ability and ability to email classes without outlook. 
none that I can think of at this moment
downloading grades directly into Banner from grade sheets
I cannot access my own teaching lab sections without having to be listed as an instructor and accepting the SIE\'s scores for my GTA.  This is ludicrous.

would like to put graduation schedule on line and update as courses completed or failed. also, automatically contact student if change in schedule 
(section added/deleted). faculty should not be able to get pin number for student below a certain gpa without filing a written advising report in banner.

More access; ability to add students
Allowing provisional admission so a prospective student can take a few classes and \"prove himself\"?
I would like to be able to see the class rolls for all the classes in my department.  For example, in the past before Banner we looked at the class rolls of 
core courses to take statistics on the students.  This has become much more difficult. 
* Student grades from previous related classes. * Grade points (overall and each semester - to assist in identifying when students are having 
academic/emotional issues)


